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HOTIC

SARLY

by

Albe

H. Fecl1ner

OF

sC:;:nZOPI{[{~l'JIA

PREPSYCHOTIC

M~D R~RLY

STAGES OF SCHIZOPHRENIA

It has been said by Strecker and Ebaugh (22) "that each
year not less than 30,000 to 40,000 individuals (including
all cases). soon after adolescence or in the first flush

of

manhood or wOJ.:Banhood fall victim.s to the dread disease

of

schizophrel1ia"rI Annually 75,000 new patients are admitted

to

state hospitals and at least one fourth are schizophrenic.
There has been a continuous accumulation of schizophrenic patients in the institutions as they enter early in life
and many remain

there to old age. As a result they

now

constitute the largest single institutional problem in this
country. They outnum.ber patients with all other forms

of

mental diseases combined. They are twice as numerous as per ...
sons in hospi -cals for the treatment of tuberculosis. They exoeed the total population of all institutions for the feebleminded and epileptics and state prisons. Furbush (9) has
furtller estimated that the annual eoonomic loss to this countryon account of this disease is over 123 million dollars.
It is not only the economic and social sides that is of
impoxtance but it is also the life that ·these individuals are
condemned to lead - as stated by Strecker and Ebaugh (22)
IIthey are condemned to a veritable living death, devoid

of

emotional life and unable to participate in the normal activities and affairs of living."
Schizophrenia or dementia praecox is defined

by

Strecker and Ebaugh (22) as "a fudamental splitting between
the emotional, the thought, and motor processes, is a ch:r:'onic
psychosis which has its greatest incidence in the second decade of life. It is scarcely a clear cut disease entity but
a reaction type - a maladaptation. In a majority of cases the
end result is one of deterioration which particularly involves
mood or affective responses." Bleuler l2) and Meyer l15}
avoid the term dementia praecox. Bleuler in his text book
states that lithe disease may come to a stand still at
stage and

ma~y

to~ether,

but if it progresses, it leads to a dementia

every

of its symptoms ruay clear up very much or all
of a

deffni te character. As the disease needs not progress as f'ar
as dementia and does. not always appear

dl~ing

puberty or soon

after, the name schizophrenia should be preferred. 1f Meyer for
tue saInG reason ::prefers the name schizophrenia. as there are
enough recoveries to justify

t~e

avoidance of the term

dementia ::praecox.
How com.es the question - what can be done to reduce the
extent of this disorder? Much research along various lines as
anat o1l1i cal , histo-pathological, endocrine disturbance, toxic
agents, and physiological has been done, but still little is
known as to the extent or nature of the disease. However it
is known that rIi::.1.ny of these individuals show peculiarities
for some time and many date back to childhood. Hichm.ond t20}.
This group of potentia.l cases should be identified before
IiJarked psychotic symptoms appears,

because it is during this

stage that something may be done for them in bringing about
an adjustment. 113 stated by Strecker and

~baugh

(22) "unless

an adjustment is accomplished during the brief stage of incipiency, these individuals are condelJll1ed,

Ii

Sullivan t24)

believes that lItany of these cases could 'be arrested before
contact with reality is completely lost if they are detected
during these early stages. Consequently it is our duty to
learn to recognize these individuals before they become definitely psychotic and attemptt:bo bring about at least

a

partial adjustment. It is best to try this while they are
still in the prepsychotic stages for when th.ey become

def-

initely psychotic and have lost insight the prognosis is bad.
:r1J.any of the patients I had the opportunity of observ-

ing in the Hastings state Hospital showed. a history of

pe-

culiarities such as a seclusive personality and anti-social
trends long before they became definitely psychotic. If
these patients could have been identified during these early
stages, something might haye been done in bringing about at
least a partial adjustment for them. It is also of interest
to study the early manifestations of the disease which are
encountered outside
tilD.8S

t

theinstitution as well as in.

At

early 11lcmifestati ons are not recognized as such,

but they are treated for physical conditions. This delays
proper treatment and allows the disease to progress.
As stated before that rnany individual;:; who develop
schizophrenia give histories of previous peculiarities of

behaviour hd.s becom.e well recognized and that the existence
of a shut-in or seclusive personality before the onset

of

the actual psychosis is considered to have considerable
diagnostic and prognistic s1

ificance (Gibbs)(ll). There is

a close relationship between the personality and psychosis and an understanding of the personality and personality
types will aid in the understanding of the psychosis.
Sullivan (25) speaks of a personality as not a thing limited
to an individual himself, but that his personality is a part
of everything about him or has been about him. The study of
the personality is a study of human analysis and dynamic inter
relation with other persons and with personality entities such
as culture, tradition, laws, beliefs, etc.

Petry (18) states

that personality is essentially a p3ychologic term q
concerns that which distinguish.es
dividual

It

or characterizes an in-

in relation with his environment. Amsden (1)

de-

fines.personality in terms of behaviour as the aggregate of
those personal 'habits, which, by continuous employment have
been ingrained in the individual that those who know,t1

him

can rather closely predict what course of action, what mental
attitude and what emotional responses he will display under
given circumstances.
This brings us to a consideration of the relation of
the-personality to a psychosis and its prepsychotic stages.
Kraeplin regards the abnormalities of personality as early
symptoms of the same underlying disease process as causing

the psychosis and that later the salns underlying disease
will probably produce the psychosis. However when the
psychosis developes the clinical picture will be greatly
colored by the personality. Other authorities look up
on the relationship from another viewpoint.

Gibbs (IIi

belieiJ8s that the psychosis is a behaviour or a personality
reaction depending upon and
al reactions which

owing out of faulty habitu-

characterize the

the psychosis is the way that the

personality and that
personality

eventually comes to react to difficult situations in life.
Hoch (13) regards the peculiarities of the personality and
the psychosis both as deviations along the same line
phenomena of the same nature, partly depending
constitutional and partly upon the environmental
genic factors.

and

upon
or psycho-

Harrows l12) believes the psychosis and the

personality are the same thing; and the psychosis can be
looke~

upon

dS

an extreme degree of difficulty of adaptation.

Regardlesa of what the exact relationship is betllveen
,
personality and psychosis, the personality type does enter
in as a factor and does influence the psychosis in some
manner as just shown by the va,rious authorities.

This will

lead us into a study of personality types to see which ones
have some bearing on the schizophrenic process. Personality
types have been discussed by various authorities. Jung (14)
spoke of the introvert and extrovert types of personalities.
s introvert type is th.e one that is governed by subj ecti VB

factors. His interesjrs are around himself and is to

a

large degree iIml1Une frofG external influences. He is un-

is seclusive and is contented by himself. He is

social,

unemotional. The extrovert is just the opposite type and
tends to be governed by external factors. Persons and
si tuations determine his thought and interests.
company,

He see:lrs

is a mixer and is not content in solitude. The

introvt;rt t.ype of personali ty is corn.'TIonly found

in the

patient who later becomes schizophrenic.
Bol tz (4) speaks of the
mic types of personalities.

schizo:Ph~'lItic

and cyclothy-

These terms have been derived

from the prepsychotic study of the schizOl)hrenic and manic
depressed psychoses. The importance of these stUdies have
been stressed by

Meyer, Hoch, and others and it is throueh

these means that psychiatry no longer limits i tsel:f to the
asylums with its rigid

classifications and dark

progno-

sis.
Q,uoting from Boltz (4) "in the psyche of man one
can theoretically differentiate what is given throui2:h
anlage from that which is acquired in the course of life's
destinies.

Everything that man does or experiences leaves

behind its trace and slowly alters the psychic constitution.
Thorough self-training and bringing up, diverse experience
and vicissitudes of life, persons of similar anlage (genotype) at birth may cornainto very different channels, 8,nd then
once a line of developement has set in, return is possible.

Herein lies the personal responsibility of each and every
experience. The capability for altering a given anlage,
through circumstances, is quite varied in different individuals. Thus it is apparent that the tempermental mal<:e up becoriles subj ect to a certain de

se of change due to numer OUB

experiences. This change may be manifested in an exaggeration
of some component of that :personali ty, but nevertheless the
general pattern of the perliwnali ty remains the same. It is
probably for this reason WllY one individual will become
psychotic while another with a similar make-up will escape.
It is not only the number of experiences that count but more
important is their nature a,nd the way th.e individual reacts
to therll. Thus the magnification of the experience will depend upon the stimulus, situation and the emotional significance to that individual. Some individuals may be born with
an exaggeration of the schizothymic trait as in case of both
parents being of that temperment (boltz)(4). As a result it
is difficult to say whether a psychosis is a result of the anlage,

an

emotional

erience or both. Hev'ertheless one re-

action to the schizotl1ymic temperlYJ.ent to a certain important
environmental and emotional stimuli experienced in

child-

hood is the dementia praecox or schizophrenic psychoses. Of
course the developement of the psychosis depends upon the
nature,

gree, and persistence of an emotional experience,

his adaptive qualities and the precipitating factors.

"

The schizothymic individuals have som.ething problem-

atic about tbem and they appear as question

m.ar~:';:s

before us.

They have a jerky tempermental curve; unstable and alternative Yuoods of thought and feeling. The affecti vi ty of this
type of temperment is mostly abrupt and boundless. They do
not appear hypersensitive nor cold, but are hypersensitive
cold at the same time and in most varied cmnbinations.
gnificance

Ideas of emotional

8~re

not manifested. normally

but are bound, under strong tension they are released in
sudden outbursts of emotions. They,u;'like the cyclothymic
Vitho become emotional and them it is allover, ha-';re a tendeney to take things without much. outward disVlay, but keep
them to themselves and brood over them for awhile until
something irritates them and then they have a sudden outburst.
Hepression is cmr.:mon among schizoi;hrtiies e Whenever
their impulse is contrary to others they tend to repress

.... .

~ (,

They seem to lack ability of meeting the situation half way;
it is either their

V!8,Y

Individuals wi

or no way at all ..
this type of personality ha.ve

the

tendency to be unsocial or only in a superficial manner t trm t
is
furt

t

deep contac t wi th the enVirOTIrClent. Boltz (4)

r states that he believes it is this reason

tha.t

schizothymes have a strong; family attachment ancl in ca.se of
males this is for t.he mot

r. In too many cases this is still

farther fostered by t.he mother. This helps the individua.l to
wi thqraw still

furtl~er

from society, lessens his chances for

an adjustment to society and aids in bringing on a true psy-

ehosia. It seems in a number of cases that in

w~le

schiz-

ophrenia the child is the mother's favorite.
There is another type of personali

that may make

up a part of the picture of a prepsychotic stage and that is
the rigid personality as desribed by Muncie (16). This type
cloes not only predispose to schizophrenia but other types
of functional psychosis as well. It is compounded in no
fixed preportions of many factors such as obstinancy,
aggressiveness, pride, sensitiveness, a rigid code of personal ethics,

8.11

inability to make concessions. a 'one hun-

dred per cent attitude'. etc. To a certain extent these quali"ties are valuable, but they
just~ent

also predispose to malad-

and some eventually a psychosis. Due to his code

of ethics, pride, sensitiveness, etc. he can not concede to
not

others, he can not In.ake a "col1le-bacl,-:fl and yet he canAlose
and consequently it becomes easy for

to shift respons-

ibility - paranoidal reaction. Ii:uncie (16) states that tl1e
paranoic developeme

re

esents l1robably the best example of

the rigid personality in trouble. Tbe presence of the rigid
personality is of considerable importance in determining
the prognosis of the psychosis. The inelasticity of the personali ty makes it difficult in 11IJ3.ny cases

treating and

makine, a prognosis. 'I'herefore a personali ty study is essential in each case as the psychosis is nothing r£J.ore tb.an the
study of the personality.
The study

the personality is not of importance

because of any hope in changing it but these individuals
wi

a "prepsychotic personality" should be recognized,

watched and guided as to prevent the precipitation of a
true psychosis. It may be that if many of these schizophrenic individuals could have been recognized during the prepsychotic stages something misht have been done in bringing
about at least a partial adjustment and much of the grave
resul ts prevented. Gibbs (11) sUlnraarizes the personality as
follows - "we can not change a patbological personality but
it is our greatest hope to change the environmental and
developemental factors so as to prevent the exaggeration of
pathological personality in the individ.ual personctlity."
This brings us to a consideration of the personality
developement - when it begins and what factors influence it
such as heredity, environment, associations and periods of
life. Such a study has its beginning in childhood.
To begin wi th we have 1t-arious classes and types of
children to study. Burr (6) speaks of three classes
individuals.
go through

of

First those whose heredity is good and they
fe without any mental trouble regardless

the mental situations

th whi

of

they are confronted; it

is this class of individuals that we have no interest in
at the present time.
duals
so
much

WilDSS

The second class are those

in~ivi

heredi ty is so poor or the congenital inj ury

great that they can not survive
consideration they are given.

regardless

how

Their mental breaks

come on early and are lasting. They, too, are not considered
se heredity is

in this paper. The third class is those

of such a character that they will not survive the strain
unless

environment is good and wise

guidance is given

until maturity is reached. This group of inci.ividuals ma.y
show behaviour probleLls in childhood or peculiarities of
personality in early adult life. It is this group of individuals that we are interested in. By recognizing their peculiarities not only in childhood but in early adult life as
well, studying their environment and by giving proper guidance and with careful watching these individuals will be
helped in E'laking an 9djustment and possibly avoiding a
mental breakdown at a later date.
Brill (5) has noted children with a psychotic tendency
at such early ages as three and four years.
ptoms are varied - they may have

There sym.-

outbursts of temper, have

catatonic symptoms or appear anti-social and aggresive.
Some are prepondingly schizoid in reaction and others are
syntonic. He further states that he believes if these

in-

dividuals under ten years of age will remain untreated they
'Nill probably break at puberty. The problem here is to stabalize their tendencies.
Sullivan (26) speaks of four eras in personality
developement. These are the juvenile, pre-adolescence.
mid-adolescence and late adolescence. The juvenile
is the period which begins in the early years

era

the time

the child begins to associate with other children. They do
not

ose definite friends but merely begin to associate

together. This is the real beginning of personality growth
and socializing tendencies. But this is also the beginning
of the evolution of the schizophrenic process. It is through
the inter-personal relations that personality gro'wth is
stimUlated and the beginning of the personality type.
?roh.ibi ting these juvenile tendencies has a definite lasting influence upon that individual's personality .. They develop fantastic ideas and do not learn to adjust them.selves to
others. By living in a life fantasy they come further and
further away from reality. By failure to adjust themselves
to others, the fantastic life is ushered on and they become
more seclusive. Right at this point they are entering a
realm that is peculiar to schizophrenia -

thdrawal from

reality. They may become a schizoid type of personality or
develop a psychopathic personality which is not compatible
with society.
Th.e juvenile era ends wi th the beginning of the
pre-adolescent period or homosexual period as Sullivan (24)
speaks of it. This period is abou.t the time of puberty and
it is during this stage where the children make intimate
adjustment with those of the same sex. They are shy of the
opposite sex and have little to do with them. This period
very soon passes O'Ter into the mid-adolesoent period which
is the very critical time. It is the. beginning of true

sentiments of others - a definite feelinG towards father and
mother, towards religion and other higher and finer things
in life. It is the time for adjustment of the sex impulse.
Certain attitudes are set up in regards to the opposite sex
and the same sex. Definite relations are set uP. Certain ideas
in regards to sex are adopted. Anytime during these two periods is an ideal time to start a mental conflict. Certain
ideas may not be acceptable or things are not understood and
fears and repressions may be the outcome •.As a result these
end in social maladjustments and personality warps,.It is
these individuals which YD.ay later appear peculiar. HO'll'lever
it would be inqorrect to tllink that everyone who has some
such conflicts at this t

of life will show abnormal

traits and precipitate a psychosis. It depends upon the
heredity, nature of the stimulus, degree of persistence,
and. ability of the indiviciuals to adjust himself. :Sut there

are certain numbers of individuals who will be

to show

peculiarities from this time on and it is these individuals
that need help.
The late adolescent stages is that stage where habitual sex be1'1ayiour begins. It is probable that there is
little chance for conflicts to be

here without causing alk.

acute mental breakdown, but it seems more likely that this
would be the stage where a psychosis would be precipitated in
an individual with repressed ideas or an individual who is
maladjusted and has shovm peculiarities for some time.

certain
nics show mental

peculE~ri ties

Ol)Ortion of schizophre-

in childhood and that some have

always been weak-minded. The child he speaks of

is known

to the teachers as the behaviour problem (Ricrrrnond) (20)
and (Phillips) (19).

It would be an error to say t

behaviour problem is a potential schizophrenic,

but

every
it

is apparently true that many potential schizophrenics

are

behaviour problems. These behaviour problEms may show senseless or even cruel conduct, no regard for punishment
will not reason about their problems or even profit

and
by

previous experiences. They are weak willed, easily lead,
lacking in energy and appear lazy. Others may be Lean, stubborn and highly tempered. These children dre usually unBocial and have very few friends and associates. They appear
queer and different ntbt only to other children, but to the
teachers and often to the parents. They mc...y be and usually
are problem. cases at home. Children enjoy teasing them and
leav"ing them

of their play. This only makes matt,ers worse

and makes reality less acceptable to them. As a result they
look upon reality as something not to be adopted but rather
to be avoided.
They differ from the psychopathic child in that the
later appear bright. lazy and tricky while the schizophrenic
appears dull. r.n.entally defective and incapable of learning.
However when the psychometric tests are applied it will be

found that he is not noticeably behind. He has tile ability
but seems too uninterested to make any effort to apply himself. At one time these indiyid.uals were spoken of as IIpO_
tentially feeble-lni

0. 11 but this is a misnomer.

In addition to the backward type of child just described Domingo (8) speaks of another type - the precocious
ty~pe

•

se individuals have exceptional mental ability and
much older than their actual years. They are ahead

their c
interested

ses and do exceptional work. They appear little
childhood activities and in associations with

otherli t but they are interested ih bo
ir t

in read!

and spend much of

and study. They appear over serious,

dignified, precise, prudish and as model children. Very
often they show particular apti tudes such as remarkable I:aemories, a.rtistic ability, etc. As a result of all this these
children appear and are differe

from others. Their aCCOnl-

plishments become crystallized in one particular thing. This
sets them off in a class by themselves. In addition the parents very often spur on these children still further into
their accomplis:b..ments in order to make them still more outstanding. As a result norm9,1 impulses are being crushed and
the individual becomes still more peculiar. They feel different and adjustment becomes more and more difficult.
Regardless of what type child is dealt with both
show a disturbance in t
a

eIllotional field of life. There is

disturbance of interest in the so-call

normal things in

life. The baclcward child

.103

int erested in himself or noth-

ing while the precocious child has interests outside of the
ordinary realm of children's affairs.
It is

0

en impossible to differentiate the schizoid

cllildren from other children. There are,no set standards by
'which the schizoid children may be separated

am the others

branded as such. Bieuler (3) probably best states the
si tuations

II

no where is the question

t

sick or not sick" put

so often in such an inexorable manner and with such weighty
consequences as in the judgeri.lent of mental condi tions. So
far as the concept of insanity has become at all practical,
it rests, not on medical or pathological criteria, but on
the

of social incapacity."
In judgimg these children the following conditions

are used as a basis (Childers) (7): (1) child's social incapaci ty (2) his general method or pattern of meetj.ng his
situation in life (3) general conditions of how close
symptoms come to that of schizophrenia such as bizzare conduct, rr..ental trends, influences, hal1ucinat:l.ons.
Tb,e social incapacity is rnanifested in a number of
ways. One of the most frequent is the inability to get along
with other individuals and has no interest in their affairs.
They would rath.er be alone and design their own amusem.ent.
As a Eesult others look upon them as being different. lJiany
of these children do not get along with the rest of the

ra.mily - especially with the other children. They either
find it impossible to get along with them or the brothers and
sisters find it impossible to regard them as playmates and
eventually disregard them or tease them.
All of these social incapacities have a very bad
influence on such children. They begin to feel different and
consequently become Bti 11 further away frat" society. Instead
of accept ir:g the blame themselves, they blarlle others and
as a result have a paranoidal trend. By feeling different it
becomes still more diffioult to make assooiations and as
times go on they become more and more maladjusted.
These children or young adults may react to the
si tuation in three different manners. They

I118..y

reform to

a certain extent and to such an extent that their actions
are within acceptable limits to social requirements. The
second reactiun is one of aggression or attack - they make
at least an attempt to cope with reali ty, and make somew}-lB.t
of an adjustment. As long as an individual will cope with
reality there is hope, but when they once retreat the problem
is of another nature and constitutes a third type of reaction.
They withdraw from reality and begin to live within themselves. As they becom.e ol6..er, meet more responsibilities,
and must live within social limitations they ll1ay becom.e still
further removed. from reality and may eventually develop a true
schizophrenic reaction.
The study of fantasy life reveals interesting facts.

.J,J.l children and adults have a certain amount of fantasy as

well as schizoids and schizophr
difficulty -

cs, but

comes the

e is the line between what is considered

normal and what is considered abnormal. In short it may be
said that in norln.al :l.ndi viduals the fantasies are passing,
of short duration and are subordinant to reality. In the
schizoid individuals they are more permanent, become realistic and offer the child more pleasure than real life - a
true
se

thdrawal frow. reality. The fantasmes may tal{e the
zoid back to earlier periods of life or replace indi-

viduals of influence or live in another world altogether.
Very often dreruns will be similar to their fantasies. These
fantasies serve to escape from reality or from parental or
social demands and the like. "-1.11 this adds to a difficulty
of adjustment.
Hallucinations :may be present in varying degrees.
The schizoid individual is usually between ten and sixteen
years of age. The love band between child and parents and
particularly the mbther is usually strong. The child seems
to feel insecure and withdraws from outsiders and see};:s
satis

tion with the mother. Upon looking back the parents

amy 'be able to see pecularities but they have not been
sufficient to attract a great deal of

tention. At this

age the child must make an adjustment or withdraw from
society.
Th,ere is one period of life that deserves particular

consideratj.ons in studying the evolution of the schizophrenic
process and that one period is that of puberty

Gibbs)(7).

In following the evolution of behavior it has been
observed that a definite change in behavior and personality
occurred

iJ..

t this per iod of life even though the psychosis

ctid not develop until som.e years later. Various ro.anifestations
have been observed as aggressiveness, antisocialism and
elusion. In some instances these
suddenly

cr~nges

se~

have occurred so

extensively as to be remembered. by the

s,.

There are two major sources for the peculiarities
rising at puberty. The first a.re external, environmental and
psychologic factors. The second are internal, physiologic,
constitutional and heredity factors .. The first refers ·TIlore
to nature and intensity

the stimUlus while the second

refers to mechanism and capacity to respond.
At puberty the individual and organism are especially
susceptible to the influence of these factors. The individual
is easily and more or leSd perl:]anently 1.nfluenced by his
emrirorllnent and in adeli tiol1 to this there are profound biological changes taking place vli thin the body.
It is well recognized that the personality undergoes
at puberty a markeo_ transforI'Lation and refine1Jlent and that
in the process the. beh.avior of many boys and girls is considerably disturbed. They become restless, difficult to
manage, aggressive, seclusive, e.ntisocial, etc. Fortunately
me.ny outgrow or weatb.er this condit i on. On the othe r hand

a few do not. :Now why should these few fail? This is a
problem not understood.
Concerning the consti tuti onal factors,

~Jfarro

of Pa.ris

(11) emphasized the importance of two fdctors - (1) disturba.nce of growth and metabolism and l2) heredity defects. tie
pointed out many of these individuals atc puberty show rapid
growtll or s;"'lbnormal growth and disturbed metabolism. In
regards as to cause and effect, little is knqwn as to the
physiologic relationship between puberty and behaviour. It is
knOyffi that the fundamental and essential changes at puberty
are biologic in nature and behaviour changes which characteri~e

the psychopathic personality relate to emotional and

instinctive factors. It

see~s

quite apparent that these bio-

logic processes of growth a:'1d metabolism must cd.rry on the
organism to physica.l maturity before socialization of emotional and instinctive behaviour can be obtained. Consequently abnormalities in t

biological factors would then tend

to show its effects in some abno:em.al behaviour manifestation.
8ince the bj.ologie changes envolve the gonads and the behaviour effects envolve the gonads and the behaviour changes
envolve tile instinct of reproduction. it seems no wonder that
there should be sex coloring in the clinical

pict~re

of the

psychosis of many patients (Gibbs)(ll).
By

permission the following four cases have been taken

from the files of the Hastings State Hospital. The first illustrates the change which raay follow puberty: Case 1. G.G. Single

girl. Age 16 years. Colored.

~ntered

Hastings State Hospital

..\.ugust, 1932.
Personal History: Early developement was norIJ.al. IvIenstruation started at 13 years and is regular. She got along well
with other children and was a follower. She was an average
student in school. A marked change was noticed in her personality and character,right after she started to high school
at the age of fourteen. She learned poorly and made little
progress in school. She failed in several C01).rses and event- ...
ually quit school before the year was over. She quit playing with other children, devised her own amusement and became very seclusive. However, she did enj oy teasinG th.e
I i ttle children about school. She would lnake vari ous ex-

cuses, \11"ri te false excuses, or simply stay away from school.
~8ecause

of her refusal to go to school and her pestering sr.a.all-

er children, she was sent to a reformatory for a year. 'rhe last
two or three

mont:'lf;~

es. She would become

at the reforn1e.tory she showed )J18.rkeci cllang~~responsive

and then explosive. Shortly

after her ad:rnittance to the hospital she made one attempt to
jump down an elevator shaft as the spirits told her to kill
herself. Mental Status: Patient has had delusions for severt;!.l
months and believes she

1S

go

to die. She also has auditory

l:19.l1u.cinations. Spirits tell her she is a bad girl and to kill
herself. She has no interest in anyone or -in ha.9pel1ings of the
world. She displays some lnannerisma. Pi Clg'Ttosi s;
Type.

Sc,}-Ij

LorA 'I'e77) Q.)5imrlf'J

become psychotic

of ti18 indi vi duals wi 11

liIany

uLtil in their twenties or even later. iXumerous
~TIanifestations

are found in these indi viduali:;. 'rhose that

school began to lose interest in their work

are in hi

ad students. The

and before this time they may have been
wor~{

~9repsychotic

of some may be such as to result in failure,s and they

leave school 'by request while others simply qui t on their
own accord for no apparent reason. After quitting school
some

go to work on their o\vn accord while others are

L.'l<1.y

forced to. This soon becomes uninteresting to them and
they will try somet;:ling else for aWhile. Frequently changes
of jobs are cora.mon in the histories of schizophrenics.
Some quit for no apparent reason while others lose their
jobs because of ineffeciency as some
e

11 not

forth

effort to rnake good. Still others viill find it im-

possible to get along with others or other em?loyees.
The individuals who live at home or have some one
else to look after theill get along bett3r t
hail"'" to face the responsibili ty

one •

number of these indi viduals

.!';.

roam about the co
and return

those who

becOl~le

adventurous and

. They start with little or nothing

th nothing. They work just enough to "get by".

The family rnay l-cno';V nothing about the where-abouts of theiu,
but only to have them return unexpectedly.
Sullivan (24) states that soraeof these individuals
who later become s

zophrenic have psychoneurotic symptoms as

the first manifestations. They may be in the form of hysterical finding while others present obsessional symptons.
These patients are often treated. for a psychoneurotic condi tion which later turns out to be a schizophrenia.

'{{nat

percent show suchC::ianifestations is im.possible to say

at

this time.
Another feature is their social maladjustment. Some
are definitely anti-social. Others can neat social deEiands
but make no effort to do so.

;~ll

of these cases appear se-

clusive.
A nUITiber of the individuals in the prepsychotic
stages do not get along well their fOJlfLilies.

J~s

stated l)e-

fore this trai t fD.ay date back to childhood and in others
it may develop until later. They B.re problem case,3-, hard
to associate with and radical.
In sone cases the family physician sees these

in-

dividuals with COII(Qlaints of physical troubles fd,tigue,
urldernourish:alent and weakness. They

,"~ay

be treated for some

time without success. Overwork, fatigue, strain and

mal-

nutrition enjoy great popularity among; individuals with
this type of mental disorder.
The following tllI1edLcases illustrate the prepychotic
personality as well as the early stage of schizophrenia.
Case 2. 'fl. 1;.

~v;ale.

Personal History: i;;'.

Single. Age 22years. Laborer.
Y:~.

was brought to the }{astings State

Hospital in June, 1932 becauae of mental confusion

and

threats toward father. He Vias born in Nebraska and

his

early developement was normal. lie went to school until 15
years of age and was in the ninth grade when he quit. Up to
this tim,e there was apparently nothing significant about
his history - he was an average student in school, got along well with other children and was a follower. Upon
entering the ninth grade W.ld. began to lose interest in
school and his work was inferior. Before the year was over
he quit school for apparently no reason. He stayed horne and
did nothing until about sixteen years of age at which time
he went to work on a farlll. He did not stay at one place long
but continually changed places. He had no particular rea.son
for changing so often but only that he liked to be on the
move. Later he lost a number of jobs because of shirking
his duty when he had an opportunity.

~Vhen

he reached the age

of eighteen he began to roam over the country. He bUl1lrl1ed his
transportation anyway that he could, slept

ol~tdoors,

and

would work occasionally to earn a little money for food. He
roamed over many of the western and southern states. He
would be away from home for long periods of timeeand his
parents would know nothing of his where-abouts. He would then
return home for a short period of time. The last months he
has been at home doing nothing. He had becoI:ae quite confused
mentally th.e last few months and has made severaltr.l.l'eats to
kill his father with a butcher knife and it is for those
reasons·that he was brought to the hospital.
Ris parents recall changes in his personality and

character since leaving school when fifteen years of age.
He became more irritable and did not get along we 11 vd th his
parents. He lacked ambi tOlan, lost interest in tbe world and
became wore seclusive. He became a heavy smoker and drinker
and has been arrested once for vagrancy_ Three years ago he
began having moody spells.
Mental Status: He has had delusions for the past few months
in nature of ideas of reference. He has had auditory delusions for some lenghh of time - voices tell him he is bad
and not to do that. He is still quite confused and displays
some mannerisms.
Diagnosis : Schizophrenia,

~ 11n

r( Ty f ~
t,

Case 3. E. G. Female. Single. Age 34 years.
Personal History: E. G. bad a high school and business
college education. Her occupation was that of a stenographer
and clerk.
Her mother states that E.G. has always been a little
different and had a tendency to be seclusive even from early
childhood. She was a good student in school and graduated
from high school at sixteen yeal;rs of age. She was inclined
to be sickly and just following her graduation from high
school she had a severe attack of nephritis and was

in-

capacitated for some months. Upon recovery the patient refused to go to college which both patient and parents had
planned on for some time. She had no particular reason but
just would not go on. She continued to stay at home until

eighteen years of age and during this time she was very nervous and restless. She then went to another state to live
with an aunt and here worked as a seamstress. After being
th.ere several years she wished to return to her mother. Just
at this time her mother was m.oving to another town and the
tOliVl1 to which she moved did not suit the daughter 'and she
absolutely refused to live there. Her mother then sent her
to a business college and the patient worked very hard and
completed her course in one year. She

ili~ediate~y

found a

position and changed positions quite often but each one was
a prom.otion. She was earnlng $150 a month as stenographer
and clerk in a trust company when she was discharged in 1929
because of·her conduct. Her work was efficient but she becaIne quarrelsome with other employees and began to de:rr..and
that certain individuals be discharged and that cert-ain
changes be made. Sometime before she lost her position she
was visiting a sister and brother-in-law when during the
conversation her brother-in-law made a statement that did
not please her, she irr,111ediately left the house and never
again visited there, although the statement had nothine; to
do with the patient. After losing her position she decided
to go to California. and bought a through ticket. After riding a short distance she saw a man on the train that she did
not like the appearance of and feared (she did not know him)
and the next stop she got off the· train, bought another
through ticket to her destination and took the next train.

She did this several times. She stayed in luxuriant hotels
and lived in an extravagant manner. After being in California
for a brief time she decided to go to Chicago and again had.
to change trains several times because of some individuals
she did not like or feared on the train. She spent nearly a
thousand dollars

~money

she had saved) before getting home

again. For the past six months she has been home and has to
be watched as she attempts to run away.
Mental Status: She has had delusions for the past two years.
She believes she is being persecuted and has ideas of reference. Auditory hallucinations are present but there nature
has not been determined. She has been despondent, seclusive.,
and unsocial for the past few years. She has a far away
look on her face.
Diagnosis: Schizophrenia.pCl.Y"a.no'l J..

Type-,

This is a case of schizophrenia that has
uliari ties and a tendency to be

sec~_usive

sho~~

pec-

from early child-

hood. She has shown pecularities all through early adolescence
and yet she managed to get along in society until thirty

~ear,s

of age.
Case 4. L.R. Female. 1,tlarried. Housewife. Age 30 years.
Personal History: L.R. was brought to the hospital because
s1:1e Viou.ld not talk, was despondent, and did not act right at
home ; she woulo. get up in the middle of the night and search
the house

with a flash light.

The early life of the patient was not a happy one.

Her mother died when she was only a few years old. Her
father lfi.B.rried again but the patient and her step mother
never got along well as she showed more favors toward her
own children. The patient was an average student in school
and went to the tenth grade, then quit because she could
not concentrate any more and she enjoyed day dreaming.
She then remaJ.t.ned home until twenty years of age • She then
married a farl1ier slightly older than herself and whOin she
had known for several years. They started on their honey moon
and after being about half way to their destination, she
suddenly changed her mind and wanted to go back vyhich they
did. Her husband stated that she gave no reason except that
she had a sudden change of mind. About a year later a boy
was born to her and this is her only child. Soon after this
her husband began to notice certain pecularities. She would
become very religious for short pwriods of time and could
not go to church often enougJ:l and then she would be just
the opposite and have nothing to do with the church. She
would have long periods when she would we..tt everything
money could buy and then again she would be thep:pposite.
Her sex life varied as for long periods of time she
woulu be frigid and then for a time she would be just the
opposite. She would not get up in the morning and her
husband always prepared his own breakfast.
The last few years she has shown marlced changes personality and character. She lost all interest in happen-

fugs of the world and became seclusive. She appeared depressed and finally would not talk at all. She was very restles,3 and shift

ss. She fell in love wi t::1 several neighbor

men~

mental Status: She had delusions that the world and her
friends had tmrned against her, she thought men were secretly in love with her. She was indifferent and had no interest
in her husband or son. She apparently had hallucinations
but the nature of them could not be learned. She displayed
some mannerisms, her face was expressionleas and she showed
no interest in any thing. She talked in a low voice.
Diagnoais:

Schizo~hrenia.

This is

::1

case of schizophrenia. th8jt has a background

of an timpleasant home life. She begins to show changes at
about sixteen years of age (when she was a sophomore in
high school) and these mental changes have been progrxessive
until she apparently becam.e psychotic. Followi.ng her marriage
and birth of her child t

mental changes becarue lnora marked.

This brings us to a consideration of the problem of
when i3 an individual definitely psychotic and when is he
only considered prepsychotic.
B1euler (3) states in regards to the onset of the
psychosis "the beginning of schizophrenia is in reality usually furtive. Even though the disea.se often becomes obvious
to the relatives through an acute

d.ttac::~,

~

good memory

usually reveals certain previous changes of character, or

otJ:lel~

-Jhether

schi Ziophreni C 3i

inclination to re-

tirement, often noticeable in childhood, combined
certain degree of irritibility, is an expression of a dissition or the actual beginning of the disease can not be
decided. In wany

Cd"S8S

tae disease it,self

decline of acquired

ma~(es

itself felt

and capacity to work.

s~i

In others, neurasthenic, hysteric, or. compul,sive neurotic
symptoms are for years

stakes for the

.aeaBe and

8cltted

unsucessfully •.J..nomalies of character anei single imrnediate
acts are much more cons};dcuous.

II

:Boltz (4) states that "frOl!l a study of a number of
cases he feels jUGtified in concluding that schL2Jophrenia,
like the neurosis, usually

s a definite precipitating

factor or situation (there rna.y also be numerous cCll'1tributing
factors) which has psychological signif1cancea to complexes
in a state of represalon in the unconscious, Buch as a
precipi tating factor occurring in the outer world [:lay be an
actual situation related to repreased ideas and impulses that
C).re advances by a homoaexual or a symbolic si tuation of aome

sort having

110'.'1

an apparent relation to relJressed material

again merely a vague relations
apgrec

ed by one \,'/ho

hact

ogy of the unCOrlSCiOil.S. From

p

which can only be

lences with the psychols observation a homosexual

setting in the environment which offers

gratificat~on

in a

passive form to the unconscious or even supressed homOS8Xual lL'1pulses (alred.dy under great tension) of the

ient is

the most common pre c ipi ta tins caus e of scl1.izo)hrenia in
males. 3i tuations which refer to incest. ca,str:;;!.tiol'1 or other
elements of the Oedipus complex seem to prec

tate a psycho-

ais less frequently.1I
Hoch (13) states "As a matter of fact we .:.ire learning to describe, to a certain extent, what goes on in
schizopll.renia in mental terril.s because we can follow sonewhat the steps of the deviation from t

Hortnal adaptation

and see in t:18 special forms of reaction in what way the
adal)tation fails. A.bove all we are learning how various si tuations in life, that is causes which can be described in
mental terms, play an important role inI these orders, 'just
as they do in the neuroses.
This brings

US

to a study of the nature of the pre-

cipitating causes - whether they::;;.r8

yc

calor physical.

Rosanoff (21) in 1910-11 studied a large number of psychotic
indiyiduals (all types) in regards to the

ecipitating

cause. Out of this group he had 62 cases of schizophrenia..
Out of i;his group 56% the psycl:lOsis vms precipi ta:!;ed by
psychical causes such as business troubles, death or illness
of relatives, love affairs, sexual episodes, domestic trouble,
and various miscellaneous Cci,uses as assault, fright etc.
Business troubles t domestic troubles, and death or illness
of relatives are by far the cOIXtnOnest causes in this group.
He also found that only one third of the cases

~\T8re

)recip-

itated by ilsexual causes" in the broad sense. Rosanoff's

findings differ from those of Boltz
2articularly hOTIoaexual e

4) who stresses sexual

erience. Rosano

further ate%' tea

9ractically all the psychical causes of his cases are the out
COlaB

of maladj ustmen.t in

11

soc1 etal relat ions II as emlJha-

sized by Sullivan (25). He concludes "leaving aside the matter
of complete separation of personal and environmental factors,
the exciting causes of insanity here considered appear to
be invariably of a psychical nature, and that the cases in
eh no causes are assigned do not differ essentially from
others in etiological m.echanism: it so happens that in t:aeir
stories there ia no spectacular event to be recorded as
the cause. 1I
Gardner (10) made a study of fifty female cases in
regards to the major mental conflict mani

steci eurly in

dise:J.se. He found in 28 cases tile conflict to be of a sexual
nat.ure as hOL1osexuality, faithfulness, unfortunate love affairs. l'nast'.lrbation etc.; 6 cases that r!lade a failure in
occupation or life plans; 12 cases of long continued vague
feelings of guilt, inadequacy and fear, and 4 cases with no
data. He concluded that the m.ajor mentd.l conflictB 1TIa,nifested in the onset of schizophrenic patients are those concarned largely with
relation to

attem~ts

slings of guilt or inferiority in
satisfactory conscious sexual and

occupational adjustment. Nearly 50% were emes
sexual ::naladjustments and ne0..rly
nomic and social failures.

d in conscious

were envolved in eco-

Sex plays a big part in precipitation
,j ust to what extent,
-;:.:r
,
~~OC!l

11'2)
\ ...)

es t

S

ie

of strong s
exuali

es

fficult to det

a number of conflicti3 represent plain

aexual demands w1::11
resJ!

it ia

in preci

can not m.eet; ot

onscious wis

s are

s. Boltz (4) streas-

tation of psyc

ses in male

ecta. Gardner (10) and Rosanoff (21) have shown in their
ted number of ca,3es that other factors are just as often

1

prsci

ing factor ..

Gardner (10) concludes that deep
inadequacy and incompetency arising
of our

ions n

comitant

-

are the most

a1

onset of the schizo

wit~

disease result
tl~

connection

i-varied contacts with our

etd.1 re

wit~

any

llovi men - our "soci~11entdl

stdtes con-

enic disorders, the

in those indiyidu2:J.,ls who ha;ve been endowed

tIle unfortunate personali

eta accept

slings of guilty,

make ... up which is un-

frustation or de

ct from

human

beings.
ls stated before it ia
schizophrenic

ne~er

easy to say just when

ients have crossed the line into actual

psychosis. Sullivan (24) speaks of several caSBS in which there
occurred a brief

e of marked psychotic condition some

considerable time before the final break. Some of

cases

had undergone ogeration and::1t which time they showed \ri
before or ri

after) de

ite psychotic symptoms as shown

characters of delusions and actions..

They cleared up

readily and had gone sOI;}etime before the final break.
80me of the patients appear depressed just before
the outbreak of a definite psychosis. The behaviour of these
individuals reflect much unhappineas, but they are to be
distinguished from the depressive psychosis. They differ in
physically or mentally nor suffer

that they do nbt show

th preoccupation with a certain idea. They differ in that
they do not show up feeling that everything is lost because
of sin, but that all is wrong for some reason or another
which mayor [flay not pertain c
adequacy,

pecul~rity

or weakness. Sullivan (24) believes the

situations are always a
li berty, but thus

r{Jf2~y

sely to some incliviCLuc1l in-

to assumed personal

n~1adjustment

elude the patient f s awareneSB entire-

ly ~ '1'\I11i1e the true depreBs ion is preoccupied wi th thoughts

of the enor'ili ty of the disd-star, of punishFlent, hopelessne3s
and the like, the incipient schizophrenic is not the host of
any aimple content, but is burdened wi
and

comes more and more wrapped in

pressing distresses

phant~Btic

explanation

effort d.t remedy. He further states that distinctLm is
one fundamentally dynal!1.ic: pure depression is a most unhappy atruggle. Instead of literal or figurative sitt.ing
still the;38 :geople are striYing to cut themsebres off froIn
painful stimuli, escap£! the sit.uation by m.ystic and more or
less extraordinary efforts and justify themselves by heroic
111eaSures. 'Nhile the depression may end in suicide of a
practical sort, tIle schlzo)i1renlc depression looks to fantas-

tic methods of self destruction often preceded by fear of
being killed.
Fear states extending from phobia to terror and from
anxiety to a full developed panic exist in many of the early
schizophrenic.
:?erplexity or confusion is almost a universal

IJh.en-

omena of the early state. ';Vhere influences frma external sources affect the patient's perception of reality to such an
extent that the patient becomes more and more mixed up. Insignificant notions interfere unpleasantly with. xnental proceases. The state of confusion is well

sho~~

in Case I at

the time just preceding and his early stay in the hospital •
•1.

great proportion of these individuals just in the

early stages of the disease believe that they are being referred to and taD::ed about. The tendency to reduce others to
a lower level than that adjudged to self is evidenced not
only in the mol'S direct behavior and thinking but indirectly
by prOjection as in the persecutory trends and with any excuse this progresses into notions th8.t one is being slighted,
annoyed, or definitely wronged (SullivanH~~) .However similar mild delusions may be found in munerous individuals who
are considered perfectly sane.

•

Fanta.stic ideas attached to tile behavior of others or
to one's
in

norn~l

0\l1r...'1

action are always found. Fantasies are also found

individuals but here they are subordinate to real-

ity. ltany of maladjusted after beconing psychotic believe

men tal lnac

emselv8s to be under the influence

radio machines, and the likee Their thoughts are not their
own but are governed by

se various devises.
on the cognitive features,

In a study c

there appeC1rs those proceSS2S

symbol elabord.tions whicn

are comraonly found in the dreams. These, like t
figures, are represe

the

i

Banal situation and for
patients

efforts at solvine it. It is this s
believe they are being followed and

) and

the cases (Strecker and

re are various

ched.

far the most

hallucinations of which the auditory are
common (about 8

dream

sual hallucinations or a·bout
:::~baugh)

commonly of a threatening,

l2;~

t5f

(23). The hallucinations are

ing and degrading nature.

They are called vile names and are tlL':'eatened.
The general berlaviour of t.he

schizophrenics

show many oddities. He may 3mi
nothing near him.• He may

or laugh when there is

times be impulsive, others are

antagonistic and eiJaH resistive.

Some

appear suspicious and

:1t times alert. MannerlaTIls are generally
is often 1ncoh8r8

sent. There talk

without meEW'1ing.

Orientation, memory, retention, gra

of general in-

ion, calculation, speech, and wEit
impaired in the early stages but t

s is not

not
,strue as

some patients aTe disoriented or show other disturbances in
the sensorium and intellectual resources. 1nsi

is usually

absent and is a very important fdctor in considering

prognosis e

A.. s

long as there is insight one can expect ad-

justment possibilities (Strecker and EbaughH
The schizophrenic

pat\~nt

lIlay

).

classified clinic-

o the following types A (l~ simple (2)

ally

ephrenic ,3)

.j.ilJ:
•
ca '-'"on1 c (4) paranoid. The simple type is one of simple deter-

ioratioIl. There is usually nothing marked about their behavior
some ideas of reference. Insight

outside of indifference
is poor

they

go on to deteriorayion. The

hebepllrenic type show

~rked

oddities of behaviour

81l1i-

3..S

ness, laughi

,etc. Talk ia markedly inc

The

type shows a disturbance of psychomotor activity

cat~tonic

and

teredo

oS

ranging from deficient will power to catatonia where there is
exhibited

OS3

negativism and mutism and are resistive, un-

responaive and rigid. The paranoid type have
tized delusions. The

do-systerna-

delusions are only partly systematized.

The patient ia usually indifferent in regards to them.
The following tiNo cases are taken from the text,
Clinical ~OsychiSi.t:rYt
Ga.rly

sta.;!;es

"f

Strecker and Eba.ugh,to

d(ustra..te-

the.

t'",hiz.t>,hren·liil_.

Ca.se 5. Typical case of hebephrenic schizophrenia.

'LA.. Female 25

• Single. Factory Vvorker. Admi'tted Oct.

lOt 1922. Patient was referred to the

her queer behaviour

odd de1uaions.

Onset of Present Illness: Began Sept
visit to a dentist's a
fe

that the dentist

things

$'1

spital on account of

ar 19, 1922, after a

ceo She talked irrelevantly.She
w~s

in love wi

her. liRe

She became careless o.f her per i3

rae do

appearance and

very untidy. 9.t times eXl,Josing herself. Later she began hea.ring
voices which TIEde her confess onani.3m, which

been a source

of wODry to her for a long time. She felt that people on the
street were talldng about her, claiming that she was a bad
mus t be me.king people crazy. She

girl. She imagined t:1.a t

had prolonged periods of laughing and smiling to herself, and
at other times was depressed. Relatives said that she threatened suicide. A week lJrevious to admission the patient became
very agitated, following a court proceeding against her older
brothers for support of their invalid father. At one time she
felt that she was facing death but stated that she vvas willing to die in order to "leave
totlsave the viTorld tl

•

SOlUe

pleasure in the world tt and

Voices asked her if she had intercourse

wi th men and referred to other sex topics. She Cpml)lained of

seeing different animals, especially a dragon. She became very
religious feeling that she should change her religion. There
has been a gradual decline in her physical condition since onset of present i11ne3s.
Personal 'Ustor),: Normal birt:Cl and developement. She showed the
same oddi ties in children as later in life. She

11;;;l,d i;~le

usual

childhood di.3e3.s8s. Sh53 h.ad a aevere attack of influenza in

1918. Her school history

Wc1S

one of many changes

shaY-ring

poor adjustment at an early age. She has been vlOr.king in a
hosiery factory with practically no advancem.ent. She "illaS overstimUlated by her associates who referred to her as an old
maid, since she wa.s extremely prudish and the ,girls enj oyed
teasing her and

tal~ing

about sex topics. She practiced aelf-

the

e dur

t few years.

Personality :&lake-up and 3ituation: Patient has been very sereservecc froLl childhood. She

elusive

attached to her father and despite

he~

h1:.1.3

always been over-

long hoars

the factory lias waited on him day and ni

since his stroke.

She has always been very much di,sturbed over ,sex-problems,
especially since she heard a lecture on self-abuse several
years ago. ?atient felt inferior to t

other girls and react-

ed poorly to teasing. She showed an inability to mix with peopIe from an early age and was inclined to day-dream excessively.
I~ental

Examinati on: On admission t.he pat ient showed many odd-

ities of behavior. She frequently smiled and laughed to heraelf. She was impulsive, antagonistic and resistive, at times
abusive to those around her whOI;1 she accused of torturing her
in various ways. Her talk was extremely irrelevant. At one
t

she spoke of the Catholics and Jews being again

said she
lOUS

~~d

her and

to die. Spoke about electricity, self-abuse, var-

religious events.

~ood

and special preoccupation: Affect-

inadequate and apathetic. She showed a tendency to laugh and
be silly when asked about

her's condition. She had

r

ideas ad reference - !1J?eople tall\: about me and lJoint to me
and ,say tflat I am a bad girl. This has been goine on for two
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